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ON PRODUCTS OF BOLZANO-WEIERSTRASS SPACES 

By James E. Joseph 

A topological space is called Bolzano-Wez'erstrass (BW) if each countably 
infinite subset of the space has a limit point (see [2] , [4]). A space is C02tηtably 

compact if each countable fiIterbase on the space has a nonempty a바lerence. 

It is weIl known that every countably compact space is BW and that in the 

presence of T 1-but not in general-every BW space is countably compact. Nova1ζ 

[6] has given an example of two T 1 countably compact spaces with a product 

which is not countably compact. Noble [5] used closed projections to investigate 

when a product of countably compact spaces is countably compact. In this 

article we provide several resuIts on the product of BW spaces by the use of 

projections which send subsets without limit points (discrete subsets) onto 
discrete subsets. We establish that the class of functions from a space X to a 

space Y which map discrete subsets onto discrete subsets (discrete functions) 
-contains the class of cIosed functions from X to Y as a by-product of a theorem 

which gives a new characterization of cIosed functions. We also give an example 

to show that continuous open discrete injections into compact Hausdorff spaces 

may fail to be cIosed. Unless otherwise stated no separation axioms are assumed 
in this paper. We will denote the cIosure and set of limit points of a subset 

K of a space by CI [K] and d [K] , res l>ectively, and π with an appropriate 

subscript will represent the projection mapping from a given product. 

DEFINITION. A function g : X • Y is d z'screte (countably discγete) if d [g(M)] 

=rþ whenever d [M] =rþ (and M is countable). 

Our first theorem will be utilized as a tool to enable us to each our results 

[or products. 

THEOREM 1. 11 g : X • Y is co2t1ztably dz.screte and g-l (y) is BW lor each 

yεY， then g-l (K) z's BW lor each BW s2tbset K 01 Y with g-l (K) closed. 

PROOF. Let MCg- 1(K) be countably infinite. If g(M) is finite there is a 

yεK with Mng- 1(y) infinite. Since g-l(y) is BW we have d [Mng- 1(y)] n 
g一l(y) :;é; rþ so d [M] ng-1(K) :;é; rþ. If g(M) is infinite then g(M)CK so d [g(M)J 

:;é; rþ and, consequently, d [M] 옴rþ. Since MCg- 1(K) and g-l(K) is cIosed we 
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have rþ =i:d [M] Cg-1(K). The proof i8 complete. 
j 

Ry ll-Nardie퍼skí' [7]hasshòwn thatifX and Y ar~ countably compact an냉 

the projection π'y: XxY• Y is a closed function, then XxY is countably com

pact and Atsuji [1] has shown that this condition is necessary. We prove the 

following analogue for BW spaces and countably discrete projections , as a 

coroIlary to theorem 1. 

COROLLARY 1. If XxY has at least 0πe point which i! closed then XxY z'!r 

BW zf aízd only , if X and Y are BW a1ld πy: XxY • Y z.s countably discrete. 

PROOF. The sufficiency follows from theorem 1 without requiring that some 

point of XxY be closed. As for the necessity if {(:t, y)} i5 closed in XxY then 
{x} xY and Xx {y} are closed subsets of XxY and since closed subspaces of 

BW spaces are BW the proof is complete. 

The following example shows that it was essential that some point be closec1ì 

in X x Y in coroIlary 1. 

EXA~1?LE 1. Let N be the set of positive integers. Let the space X be N 

with {{2;z-1 , 2n} : nεN} as a base for the topology and let Y be N wil:h the 

discrete topology. Then XxY is BW but Y is not BW. 

It is irlteresting that for infinite T l' BW, spaces Y the countable discreteness‘ 

of πy : X χ Y • Y forces X to be BW. We may therefore prove the following result‘ 

THEOREM 2. Let Y be iπifi쩌te and T 1 and s상þþose that X has at least one 

POi iZt 1υhic 1z is closed. Then XxY is BW zf and only zf Y is BW and πy: Xx 

Y • Y is cozmtαbly discrete. 

PROOF. \Ve need show only that X is , BW if πy is countably discrete. Let 
KCX be cou:üably infip.ite and suppose that d [K] =rþ. Let Jt: K • Y be an 

injection and let M= {(X , h(x)) : xεK}. Then d [M] =rþ which implies that 

d [h(K)J =d[πyCM)] =rþ. This contaadicts the hypothesis that Y is BW. Hence 

cl [K] oF rþ and X is BW. The proof is complete. 

Theorem 2 has the following result for arbitrary products as a consequence. 

COROLLARY 2. Let {X) 1: be a family of spaces and suppose some point z.n 

Z=￡IXa z-s closed. sμ:ppose for some μεZ， Xμ is T 1 aηd ùzfinite. 

BW zf a1zd onl y zf Xμ is BW and πμ :Z→Xμ 2·s cozμztably discrete. 

Then Z z.s; 
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‘ PROOF. Let X=_. f[, X" and let Y=X II • Then X and Ysatisfy the hypothesis" 
z一{μ} - ,. 

of theorem 2 and hence XxY is BW. Since XxY and Z are homeomorphic' 

then Z is BW. The proof is complete. 

COROLLARY 3. Let {XalZ be a famz'ly of T 1 spaces. Suppose for some μεZ’， 

Xμ 상 z.nfz'mïe. Then 팡Xa z's countably compact zl and only zl Xμ z"s - countabl y ‘ 

compact and πμ : EIXα-핑μ z's dz'ψete. 

In our next theorem we give a characterization of closed functions from 

which it will be obvious that all closed functions are discrete. 

THEOREM 3. A func#on g : X • Y z.s closed 11 and only zl d [g(M)] Cg(d [M]) 

for every MCX. 

PROOF. The sufficiency is fairly immediate. For the necessity let MCX and 

suppose yεd [g(M)]. Then yEcl [g(M) - {y}] =cl [g(M - g-l(y))] and cl [g(M-
-1 g-l(y))] Cg(cl [M - g -l(y)]) since g is closed. Hence g -l(y) ncl [M - g -l(y)] ;;é 

rþ. 80 some xεg-l(y) satisfies xεcl [M - {x} ]. i. e. x든d [M] • The proof is 

complete. 

COROLLARY 4. closed functions are dz.screte. 

The fo lIowing example shows that discrete functions are not necessarily • 

closed. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let X be a countably compact, locally compact Hausdorff space 

which is not compact (e. g. , the set of all ordinals Iess than the first uncount

able ordinal enclowed with the order topology); let X싹 be the 1-point compacti

fication of X. The identity function from X to X* is continuous, open, 

discrete and is not closed. 

Employing Theorem 3 we give a theorem for BW spaces which parallels a 

result due to Frolik [3]. This theorem should be compared with Theorem 1 

above. 

THEOREM 4. lf g : X • Y z.s closed and g-l(y) z.s BW for each yεY， then 

g-\K) z's BW for each BW sμbset K of Y. 

PROOF. Let MCg- 1(K) be countably infinite. If g(M) is finite we procede' 

as in the proof of theorem 1. If g(M) is infinite, then g(M)CK and so" 
d[g(M)] nK ;;é rþ. By theorem 3 we have g(d[M])nK낯tþ; so d [M] ng-1(K} 

낯tþ. This completes the proof. 
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We gather the following corollaries from corollary 4 or from theorem 4 
:since in both cases below the projection πy: XxY• Y is closed. 

COROLLARY 5. If X is compact and Y is BW tken XxY is BW. 

COROLLARY 6. If X z"s countably compact and Y z"s first countable and BW 

iken XxY is BW. 

COROLLARY 7. Let {Xa} J: be a fam z"lx of T 1 spaces. Suppose for some μεI:， 

Xμ z"s infz"낌te. Tken IIXa is countably compact zf Xμ z"s countably . coηzpact and 
E 

πμ : 당Xα→Xμ is closed. 
、

In closing we give some sufficient conditions for a discrete function to be 

closed. We recall that a function g : X • Y has a closed graph if whenever a 
net {xn} in X satisfies Xn• X and g(xn) • y we must have g(x)=y. We call a 

space a Frécket space if a point lies in the closure of a set if and only if there 

is a sequence in the set converging to the point. 

THEOREM 5. If X z"s T 1 aχd Y z"s a Fréchet space tken g: X • Y w t"tk a 

,closed graPh z"s closed Zf and only zf g is discrete. 

PROOF" In view of corollary 4 it is only necessary to prove that if g is 

discrete, then g is closed" Let A CX be closed and let yεd [g(A)]. There is 

a sequence {xn} in A - g-l(y) with g(xn) • y. Let M= {x
ll 

: nεN}. Then yε 
d [g(M)] , so d [M] =F-rjJ. Let xEd [M] ; then there is a subnet {xα} of {x

ll
} with 

-"ra• X. {g(xa)} is a subnet of {g(xn)} , so g(xα) • y and hence g(x)=y since g 

has a closed graph. Therefore xεg(A) and the proof is complete. 
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